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The FIAT Bogie is two-axle type, with a primary and a 
secondary suspension.  
 Primary suspension - Itconsist of two steel coil springs 
(internal/external) laid out on the Control Arm upper part. 
 Secondary suspension- It consists of two steel coil spring 
packs which sustain the bolster beam over the bogie frame. 
Each spring pack is made up by an internal and external 
spring.  In air suspension coaches air spring is fitted in lieu of 
steel coil springs. An Anti-roll bar fitted on the bogie frame 
realizes a constant, reduced inclination coefficient during 
running. The bogie frame is linked to the bolster beam 
through two vertical dampers, a lateral damper, four safety 
cables and the traction rods. The bogie frame is linked to the 
coach body through two yaw dampers. 
 Traction Centre - The traction Centre transmits traction and 
braking forces between bogie frame and body by a traction 
lever on the bolster beam pin and two rods. 
 Disk Brakes – The FIAT bogie is fitted with pneumatic disk 
brakes. The pneumatically operated brake cylinders are fitted 
with automatic device for taking up the clearances. 
 Taper Roller Cartridge Bearing – Fiat Bogie is fitted with 
130 mm Cartridge type roller bearings 
 

Main Technical Data- 
 

1.0 FIAT Bogie  
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  Traction center assembly  
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Bolster assembly 



   

 

 

1. Bogie frame  2. Rubber disk  3. Centering disk  4. Internal spring  5. External spring  6. Bump stop  7. Shim  8. Centering disk  9. Control arm lower part  10. Plate  11. Block  12. Rubber joint  13. Control arm  14. Damper.  
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Primary suspension arrangement  



  

 

1. Bolster beam  2. Anti- roll bar  3. Internal spring  4. External spring  5. Centring disk  6. Bogie frame  7. Vertical damper  8. Lateral damper  9. Safety cables  10. Traction rod  11. Yaw damper 

1. Centring disc  2. Screw  3. Threaded pin  4. Washer  5. Rubber spring  6. Inner spring  7. Outer spring  8. Miner pad  9. Miner pad 6 

Secondary suspension arrangement  



 
  

1. Bolster beam  
2. Rod  
3. Traction lever 
 4. Rubber bush  
5. Plate  
6. Plate  
7. Elastic joint  
8. Rod  
9. Bogie frame  
10. Pin 

1. Threaded pin  2. Pin  3. Shims  4. Washer  5. Locknut 6. Nut bogie- car body  7. Split pin 
Car body connection 
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Traction Center arrangement 



  1. Anti-roll bar link 2. Anti-roll bar  3. Screw  4. Washer  5. Nut  6. Bracket  7. Screw  8. Washer  9. Distance holder 10. Sealing ring  11. Bearing  12. Bush 
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Anti roll bar assembly 



2.0 Maintenance schedules of LHB coaches 
D1 Every trip 
D2 Monthly (30+/-3 days) 
D3 Half yearly (180 +/- 15 days) 
SS1 18 month +/30 days/ 6 Lakh Kilometers 
SS2 36 month / 12 Lakh Kilometers 
SS3 72 month / 14 Lakh Kilometers 

 

2.1   Major activities of D1 Schedule:  
The following items shall be attended during schedule D1. 
 Bogie Frame and Bolster Assembly 
 Perform a visual check on longitudinal beams, cross beams 

& bolster for cracks,damages and corrosion. 
 Perform a visual check on brake supports, damper 

supports, traction center supports and anti roll bar 
supports for cracks, damages and corrosion. 

 Check bogie bolster sub-assembly and brackets for cracks, 
damages and corrosion. 

 Brake Equipments 
 Check functionality of Air Brake equipment and Hand brake 

equipment. 
 Check flex ball cable arrangement of hand brake for proper 

working in power car coaches. 
 Perform a visual check on Brake cylinders/ brake levers 

and Hand brake equipment for damage, cracks and 
corrosion. 

 Perform a functional test on pneumatic brake system. 
Make sure that no leaks are present. 

 Check operation of passenger emergency valve & pull box. 
 Perform a visual check on hoses for cracks/damages. 
 Visually inspect steel piping for cracks/ damages/ ballast 

hitting and leakages, Repair/ replace as necessary. 
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 Perform a visual check on brake discs for 
damage/wear/broken ribs. Verify absence of axial 
movement marks along the axle. 
 Axle Bearing Instruments 

 Perform a visual check on all grounding cables &Wheel 
slide protection (WSP) equipment cables for breaks/ 
damages. 

 Visually check equipment for absence of damages, cracks, 
and corrosion marks. 

 Check functioning of WSP equipment. Verify that the signal 
arrives correctly to the diagnostic equipment. It is 
discussed in detail in para 2.3. 

 Primary & Secondary Suspension 
 Visually check springs for cracks, damages, corrosion or 

foreign objects presence. 
 Check miner pads for cracks, damages and ageing. 
 Visually check safety cables for damages, cracks and 

corrosion. 
 Primary/Secondary/Yaw dampers 
 Perform a visual check on dampers for damage, cracks and 

oil leaks. 
 Perform a visual check on all fixings for loosening and/or 

missing components. 
 Perform a visual check on rubber elements for cracks and 

ageing. 
 Bearings 
 Carry out bearing feeling for detection of hot bearing. 
 Check bearings for grease leakage. 
 Wheel & Axle 
 Perform a visual check on wheels for cracks, damages and 

tyre defects. 
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 Check by wheel profile gauge, the wheel flange thickness 
and profile. 

 Check axle for cracks and signs of corrosion, if any. 
 Check for CMI – K 003 defects on wheel (eg Thermal 

crack, spread rim, shelled tread). 
 Control Arm 
 Perform a visual check on all fasteners for loosening and / 

or missing components. 
 Visually check control arm parts for damages, cracks or 

corrosion marks. 
 Inspect the rubber joint for cracks, damages and ageing. 
 Anti Roll bar Assembly 
 Perform a visual check on Anti roll bar, links and brackets 

for cracks, damages and corrosion. 
 Perform a visual check on rubber joints for cracks, damage 

and ageing. Visually inspect for grease oozing out of anti 
roll bar bearings, which may result in bearing failure. 

 Perform visual check on all fixings for loosening/missing 
fittings. 

 Traction Centre 
 Perform a visual check on the traction centre lever and on 

the rods for cracks, damages and corrosion. 
 The assembly should be free to move, and not blocked by 

any foreign objects. 
 Perform a visual check on all fixings for loosening. 
 Perform a visual check on rubber joints for 

cracks/damages. 
 Rotation Limiter (Corner roll) 
 Perform a visual check of rotation limiter- components.  Rubber and Rubber/Metal Bonded Parts Perform a visual check on rubber and rubber/metal bonded 
parts for cracks, damages and ageing.  
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Location of Nut and bolts and torque value (FIAT Bogie) 
Description & location of 
Nut & Bolt 

Nut-Bolt 
Size 

Torque 
Value 

Traction Centre Pin nut 
tighten 

M16X70 170 Nm 
Lateral Damper Nut Bolt 
tighten 

M12X55 70 Nm 
Bolt between Vertical Rod 
and anti roll bar 

M24 590 Nm 
Traction Rod bolt M24X120 590 Nm 
Lateral Bump Stop Nut/bolt M16X100 170 Nm 
Bump Stop at Bolster 
nut/bolt 

M8X50 21 Nm 
Bolt between Anti roll bar 
to fixing block 

M16X160 170 Nm 
Vertical Damper fitted at 
Sec. Suspension 

M12X100 70 Nm 
Yaw Damper nut M16X120 170 Nm 
Vertical Damper fitted at 
Primary Suspension  

M12X100 70 Nm 
Car body nut bogie M30 700 Nm 
Control Arm housing Nut 
bolt 

M16X70 170 Nm 
Axle box front cover M16X45 170 Nm 
Control Arm bracket at bogie 
bolt 

M20X100 340 Nm 
Ground cable bolt/nut M10X16 40 Nm 
Earth cable bolt/nut M16X45 170 Nm 
Traction Centre support M20X100 340 Nm 
Phonic Wheel Screw M8x35 21 Nm  
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2.2 CBC inspection and maintenance : 
2.2.1 Coupler head components: 
 

S. No. Description 
1 Main Body  
2 Knuckle  
3 Lock  
4 Knuckle thrower 
5 Rotary Lock Lift Assembly 
6 Wear Plate  
7 SpherolasticSilent Block  
8 Split Pin for Main Pin for Knuckle
9 Support pin for Main Pin for Knuckle
10 Split Pin for Support Pin 

 

 

Split Pin for Main Pin for Knuckle 
Support pin for Main Pin for Knuckle 
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2.2.2 Draft gear components 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2.3 Checks for CBC:  
 Visual Inspection of Tight lock coupler head for damage  
 Visual Inspection of Knuckle for damage in position  
 Check coupler operating mechanism for damage, loose, 

bolts etc.  
 Ensure Greasing of Slide rod of coupler operating 

mechanism and supporting device  
 Checking tell tale recess for ensuring proper coupling. 

S.No. Description  
1 Front Fork (Buff Plate)  
2 ”H” Housing  
3 Main Bolt  
4 Wedge key sub assembly 
5 Intermediate Plate  
6 Electrometric Pads  
7 Round nut 
8 Front Wear Plate 
9 Rear Stopper Plate sub assembly  
10 Lock washer for BDG main bolt 
11 Bush  
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2.2.4 Application of Centre Buffer Coupler gauge: 
AAR-H type High Tensile Tight Lock Center Buffer Couplers to 
RDSO's specification RDSO/2011/CG-03 (Rev-1).   (Also 
known as AAR-H type CBCs) are used in BG passenger 
coaches). 
 
 
 
1. Aligning wing limit gauge No. 

32600: 
The gauge must seat against the front 
face of the coupler head and face of 
the knuckle pivot lug and must clear 
all the points around the interlocking 
lug guard arm face & lateral aligning 
surface. 
 2. Vertical height aligning wing pocket and guard arm 

gauge no. 34101-4 (Go gauge) : 
The gauge is used to 
inspect for excessive 
distortion of vertical height 
of aligning wing and guard 
arm of the AAR-H coupler 
head. 
 
 
3. Vertical height condemning limit aligning wing 

pocket and guard arm gauge no. 44250-5 (No Go 
Gauge): 

This gauge is used to check for wear of aligning wing and guard arm. This gauge does not check the distortion of the couplerhead. 
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4. Contour Maintenance gauge no. 31000: This gauge is used to inspect the correctness 
of the contour. Gauge must pass through 
contour with knuckle fully in closed 
condition. 
 
 
5. Knuckle nose wear and stretch limit gauge no. 34100-2A Usage   This gauge is used to check 
for excessive wear on the 
nose of the Knuckle and for 
any stretch. It should be 
verified that point D must 
not touch or clear more than 
¼” with points A, B and C 
seated. If the limits of the 
gauges reached, then the 
Knuckle must be replaced. 
 6. Contour condemning gauge – 34100-1 
This gauge is used to 
check/inspect the contour 
slack of the coupler. This 
gauge must be used in a 
manner as shown in the 
Figure. This gauge must 
not pass between the front 
face of the coupler head 
and the pulling face of the 
knuckle.  
 
 

auge no. 31000:  This gauge is used to inspect the correctness 
Gauge must pass through 

contour with knuckle fully in closed 

tch limit gauge no. 

1  
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If the gauge passes, then knuckle should be removed
replaced with new knuckle. If the substitution does not bring 
the coupler within the limits of gauge No.-34100
should be replaced with new lock. If the contour is still not 
maintained within the limits of gauge no. 34100
coupler body should be replaced. 
 7.Anti-Creep Protection  To check the amount of effective anti-creep protection in a 
tight lock coupler, insert a small flat bar or chisel between the 
lock and knuckle tail shelf and ply lock upwards. At the same 
time force lock leg rearward by inserting a similar bar from 
beneath the coupler between the lock leg and the front of the 
lock hole.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Insert the pry bar between the lock and knuckle tail shelf and lift the lock as high as possible, so that toggle hits the bottom of the knuckle tail shelf 

With the lock held up by 
the bar and the toggle 
engaged with the knuckle 
tail shelf, insert a flat bar 
or screw driver between 
the leg of lock and the 
front of the lock hole. 
Pull towards the front of 
coupler, to force lock leg 
rearward. 

If the gauge passes, then knuckle should be removed and 
replaced with new knuckle. If the substitution does not bring 

34100-1, then lock 
should be replaced with new lock. If the contour is still not 
maintained within the limits of gauge no. 34100-1, then 

creep protection in a 
tight lock coupler, insert a small flat bar or chisel between the 
lock and knuckle tail shelf and ply lock upwards. At the same 

leg rearward by inserting a similar bar from 
beneath the coupler between the lock leg and the front of the 

With the lock held up by 
the bar and the toggle 
engaged with the knuckle 
tail shelf, insert a flat bar 
or screw driver between 

of lock and the 
front of the lock hole. 
Pull towards the front of 
coupler, to force lock leg 17 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Should 
be 1/8” 

With the lock held up by the bar, and the lock leg forced rearwardly, the anti-creep is determined 

For the Anti-Creep to work, the distance between the rear of the knuckle tail shelf and the front edge of the toggle, should be minimum 1/8” as shown 
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2.3Air brake maintenance/testing 
1.21 Draining of Auxiliary tank 
1.22 Testing of functioning of NRV 
1.23 Accessing malfunction/defect in brake system 
1.24 Leakage test 
1.25 Brake application test   
1.26 Brake release test  
1.27 Alarm chain apparatus (PEAV) test  
1.28 Hand brake test  
1.29 GEV test  
1.30 Manual release test  
1.31 Brake accelerator test   
1.32 WSP test  
  

Working Diagram of WSP 
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WSP Testing  
1. Please ensure before charging the system that processor of all 

coaches is in off Condition. 
2. If any processor is found in “ON” condition, check K05 relay 

switch and pressure switch wiring. 
3. Create BP & FP pressure. The processor should automatically 

switch ON when FP pressure  reaches 1.6 to 2.0 kg/cm2. WSP of 
all coaches will be activated and display will appear on MMI. 

4. In case of No Display on MMI, check supply voltage at 63 and 65 
Wago by Multi meter, 110 DC voltage should appear on multi 
meter if not contact ETL for power supply. If 110 DC voltage is 
present on 63 and 65 wago, check pressure switch continuity 
and K05 relay switch. 

5. Check & attend for loose/incorrect fitment of WSP components 
like speed sensor, junction box, dump valve, dump valve 
connector & pressure switch. 

6. Drop the BP pressure by 1.6 kg/cm2, brake should apply in all 
the coaches. 

7. Now check the WSP processor for correct reading '99' (9999 in 
latest model of FTIL and KNORR and 9.9 in Escorts make) on 
Man machine interface (MMI). If the reading shows '99', it 
means that the WSP system is OK. 

8. To test the system push test 
button for at least 3 seconds (Test 
button for FTRTIL and S2 button 
for Knorr and left (<) for Escorts). 
The indication "89" (Test Mode) 
appears and following functions 
take place. All the brake cylinders 
of axles 1 - 4 are vented in 
succession by dump valves. 

9. The dump valve should operate in 
a sequence & pressure should be 
exhausted from the brake cylinder. If the dump valve is not 
operated in proper sequence, attend to the same. 

10. WSP system of all the coaches in a rake should be individually 
checked for operation and proper working. 
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Defect Codes of WSP (Faively make): 
 Code in display  Failure code  Failure case Attention  
72/73/95 11,21,31,41 Short circuit or interruption in circuit  

Check wiring  

72/73/95 13,23,33,43 Short circuit of dump valve  Check the wiring of dump valve  
72/73/95 14,24,34,44 Interruption of dump valve  Check the wiring of dump valve  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

To erase error:  Select clear switch. It will clear the volatile error 95 to 99 

Fault codes will show on display 
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Defect Codes of WSP (Escort make): 
 
Error Code  Error Description  
1.1, 2.1, 3.1, 4.1  Open circuit/Short circuit in Speed Sensor - axle 1, 2, 3, 4.  
1.2, 2.2, 3.2, 4.2  Short Circuit of Exhaust Valve in Dump Valve in respective Axle 1, 2, 3, 4  
1.3, 2.3, 3.3, 4.3  Interruption of Exhaust Valve in Dump Valve in respective Axle 1, 2, 3, 4  
1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5  Short Circuit of Cut-Off Valve in Dump Valve in respective Axle 1, 2, 3, 4  
1.6, 2.6, 3.6, 4.6  Interruption of Cut-Off Valve in Dump Valve in respective Axle 1, 2, 3, 4  
7.0  Mismatch of operating parameters  
7.1 Mismatch of kilometre counter data  
9.5  everything is OK, transient error in history  
9.9 everything is OK, no previous failures stored in SRAM memory  
 Press upward arrow button once. It will show all the Recorded errors in both sensor and Dump valves 

 

To test the dump valves, press left button once. Dump valve testing will start.   
To erase the error: Press once .it will Show all the recorded Errors. After all the Diagnostics are Completed. System will askFor erase records. Press both &At the same time to eraseError.  
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 Defect Codes of WSP (Knorr make):  
Code in Display Failure Code Failure cause Corrective action 
7201/7301/95 1001,2001, 3001,4001 Hardware watch dog of solenoid valve axle 1,2,3,4 triggered 

Acknowledge failure, continue operation 
7201/7301/95 1101,2101, 3101,4101 Short-circuit or interruption of speed sensor of Axle 1,2,3,4 

Check wires for short-circuit or open circuit  or interruption in speed sensor signal. 
7201/7301/95 1301,2301, 3301,4301 Short-circuit of solenoid valve of Axle 1,2,3,4 

Wires of solenoid of the Dump valve  should be checked as well as resistance of dump valve (70 to 80 Ohm) separately and 150 to 160 Ohm in series.  
7201/7301/95 1401,2401,3401,4401 Dump valve open circuit Check dump valve connectors 

7201/7301/95 1201,2201, 3201,4201 interruption of speed sensor signal of Axle 1,2,3,4 

Check Gap (0.9 MM to 1.4 MM) between phonic wheel and speed sensor  
23 



2.4 Air suspension maintenance 

 Visual check for damages, air leakage, infringement of any fittings, etc 
 Draining of 150-liter air reservoir of air spring
 Checking of spring height with gauge & adjust if required  
 Check the position of isolating cock and drain cock, these should be on and off position respectively.
 Check functioning of FIBA device.   

 
  

Rubber bellow dislocated 
from bottom plate 

Rubber bellow dislocated from 
top plate 

Rubber bellow crack Rubber bellow torn

Visual check for damages, air leakage, infringement of 
liter air reservoir of air spring Checking of spring height with gauge & adjust if 

Check the position of isolating cock and drain cock, these should be on and off position respectively. 

Rubber bellow dislocated from 

Rubber bellow torn 
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2.5 Measures to control Wheel shelled tread  As per RDSO CMI-K003,“shelling can be identified by pieces of 
metal breaking out of the tread surface in several places more 
or less continuously around the rim. Shelling takes places 
when small pieces of metal break out between the fine 
thermal checks. These are generally associated with small 
skid marks or ‘chain sliding.’ Such wheels should be 
withdrawn from service.” 
 

 Rejection limit:  
Depth of shelling marks has reached to 1.5mm and length of 
shelling marks has reached to 40mm 
 
LHB coaches are fitted with wheel slide protection system to 
reduce the incidences of wheel slide resulting into wheel 
shelling.  
 
Wheel shelling is a serious issue in LHB Coaches. RDSO has 
recommended following preventive measures to reduce wheel 
shelling in LHB coaches. 
 
1. Brake Cylinder Pressure: 
Zonal Railways / PUs should not resort to alteration in Brake 
Cylinder pressure of LHB Coaches from the specified value of 
3.0+0.1kg/cm2. (Ref: RDSO letter no. MC/LHB/Brake dated 
20.04.2018 to PCMEs / All Zonal Rlys and PUs) 
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2. Dump-Valve Choke Size: 
Make/Model 

of WSP 
System 

Exhaust Choke 
Size 

Charging (Inlet)  
Choke Size 

KBIL (Model 
MGS2) 

Removing existing 
7mm choke  

Replacing  existing 
5mm choke with 9mm 
choke 

FTRTIL 
(Model SKWP 
AS20R) 

Removingexisting 
9mm choke 

Replacing existing 
6mm choke with 9mm 
choke 

Escorts Removing existing 
8.8mm choke 

Replacing existing 
3mm choke with 9mm 
choke 

Authority:  
1. RDSO’s L. No. MC/LHB/Brake, dated 27.09.2018 
2. RDSO’s L. No. MC/LHB/Brake, dated 11.10.2019 
3. Modification in air brake pipeline & associated 
fittings: 
RDSO carried out studies on wheel shelling which established 
that Nylon/Teflon washer provided at hose ends in 600 mm 
flexible air hose connecting body to bogie adversely affects 
the post-dump release time by upto 300 millisecondsince 
washers getperished/shrunk due to over tightening / routine 
maintenance. 
 
This leads to blockage ofair passage and thus causes brake 
binding/wheel shelling. The existing flexible pipeline joints are 
also notmetal-to-metal joints as recommended by M/s Alstom. 
 
The following issues were noticed: 26 



A. BC pipeline fittings were found as 8mm, 9mm, 12mm 
and 14 mm as against 15mm ID (and 18mm OD) in 
Alstom’s manual. 

 
B. The Nylon/Teflon washers provided inside the hose gets 

perished/shrink due to over tightening or during in service 
of the coach, which results in blockage of the air passage 
and leading to inoperativeness of brake cylinders. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C. Excessive bite joints restricting air flow and also causing 

leakages 
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Corrective action suggested by RDSO: 
These fittings have been eliminated by modifying brake 
flexible hose connecting body to bogie to RDSO drawing no 
CG-19036 for 650 mm in length and inner diameter Φ 12 mm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Flexible hose for brake cylinder/brake actuator has also been 
standardized. 
  

Before 

After 
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4. Use of Self-Lubricating Bushes: 
To ensure free movement of 
brake callipers/actuators ,RDSO 
has issued instructions for use of 
self lubricating bushes directed to 
switch-over to self-lubricating 
polyamide bushes. While KBIL 
have already adopted self-
lubricating bushes in brake 
callipers and actuators, FTRTIL is still to adopt this 
scheme. 
 
This is to be noted that the lubrication ofcallipers
grease or lubricating oil should not be done
grease film of self-lubricating bushes gets damaged and 
further dust accumulation causes delayed brake 
application and release. 
(Ref: RDSO letter no. MC/LHB/Brake dated 06.09.2018).
 
5. Integrity of Electrical Connections of WSP System:
RDSO has revised wiring scheme with modified 
connectors to avoid disconnection/loosening due 
vibrations, shocks etc. during train operation or 
otherwise) for the WSP system.  
 
RDSO has revised wiring layout of WSP system to RDSO 
drawing no. CG-18246 Alt.0 and IP67 junction boxes 
with provision for MIL grade connectors to RDSO Drg. 
No. CG-19005 Alt.01 are to be adopted by PUs for newly 

callipers and actuators, FTRTIL is still to adopt this 

callipersusing 
done, since the 

lubricating bushes gets damaged and 
further dust accumulation causes delayed brake 

. MC/LHB/Brake dated 06.09.2018). 

Integrity of Electrical Connections of WSP System: 
RDSO has revised wiring scheme with modified 

avoid disconnection/loosening due to 
vibrations, shocks etc. during train operation or 

RDSO has revised wiring layout of WSP system to RDSO 
18246 Alt.0 and IP67 junction boxes 

with provision for MIL grade connectors to RDSO Drg. 
19005 Alt.01 are to be adopted by PUs for newly 
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manufactured coaches. The revised wiring diagram is 
issued in order to prevent loosening/disconnections due 
to vibrations/etc. [RDSO: MC/LHB/Brake, dated 
30.01.2019] 
Junction boxes of M/s. KBIL need to be relocated inside 
the coach as the WSP wire gets broken frequently at the 
time of washing by ACWP. [RDSO: MC/LHB/Brake, dated 
08.03.2019]. 
 
The revised WSP wiring & modified junction box layout 
has following features. 
 
a) IP67 grade junction boxes as per RDSO Drg. No. CG-

19005 alt.01. 
b) The numbers of junction boxes reduced from six to 

four, so that only one Junction Box has all the 
connections (i.e. Dump Valves, Speed Sensors and 
Power Panels) per axle. 

c) MIL-grade type connectors 
d) Revised wiring layout for WSP system to be as per 

RDSO Drg. No. CG-18246 alt.0 
e) These are standardized among all types of LHB 

coaches 
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3.0 Major activity of D2 Schedule:   (In addition to all items of D1 schedule) 
 

3.1 Washing of LHB bogies  
 Washing of LHB bogies by using high pressure water 
 jet. Due precautions to be taken that water should 
 not  directly sprayed over pneumatic and electric 
 connections and axle bearings.  
3.2 Inspection of CTRB 

 Open axle box front cover  
 Check for grease oozing and visible defects  
 Wheel set with defects should be withdrawn from 

service  
 Tighten fasteners ensuring torque value of 170 N.M 

 
3.3 Checking of physical condition of earthing device  

 Check for missing / damaged components of earthing 
device  

 Check for tightness of M8x25 mm mounting bolts. Tight 
the bolts to torque value of 21 N.M 

 Ensure that M8x25 mm bolts are used as per 
specification of grade 10.9 make TVS,Unbrako and LPS 
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Instances of Earthing device defects; 
   Broken brush holder   

 

   Carbon brush damaged    

  

   Slip assembly displayed     

 

 
3.4 Checking of physical condition of phonic wheel and 

Speed sensor  
 Check phonic wheels for damages if any  
 Check for slackness of M8x35 mm mounting bolts.  
 Ensure tightness of bolts to torque value of 21 Nm if slack  
 Ensure that M8x25 mm bolts are used as per specification of grade 10.9 make TVS, Unbrako and LPS  
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3.5 Checking of physical condition of end locking 
arrangement 

 Check the security disc and locking plate for damages 
 Check for slackness of M20x60 mounting bolt  
 Ensure tightness of bolts to torque value of 200N.m 
 Ensure that M20x60 mm bolts are used as per specification of grade 10.9 make TVS, Unbrako and LPS  

 
 
 
 
Instance of CTRB defects; 

   Axle box grease oozing out    

 

   Broken M 8 bolt     
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3.6 Greasing of anti roll bar 
 
 
 
 
 
3.7 Greasing of Sliding rod of CBC manual uncoupling     

device 
 
 
 
 
 
3.8 Cleaning of air filters of BP and FP in brake panel 
To avoid malfunction of DV, cleaning of filters is important 
aspect. 
A. Cleaning of filters in Knorr Bremse make brake system 
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B. Cleaning of FP filter in FTIL brake system 

     
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
3.9 Cleaning of water filter  
 
 
 
 
3.10 Checking of brake cylinder pressure Brake cylinder pressure should be maintained 3+/- 0.1kg/cm2  
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3.11 Wheel defects 
 Checking of wheel profile with wheel defect gauge 
 Measuring of wheel diameter 
 Checking of gap between brake pad and brake disc. It should be 1 to 1.5 mm 
 Ensure that bolts are tightened to requisite torque value.  3.12 Emergency pull box  
 Checking of functioning of emergency pull box 
 Brake accelerator should respond   
 Brake should get applied  3.13 Air suspension 
 Checking of installation lever with inflated air spring for normal function, 
 Tightening of installation lever nuts and protection screen nuts 
 Tightening of bracket of all flexible hoses 
 Cleaning of air filter of 150-liter reservoir 
 Draining of 60-liter reservoir 
 Cleaning of leveling valve filter as per manufacturer's manual 
 Check FIBA for proper functioning  
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4.0 Major activity of D3 schedule: (In addition to all items of D2 schedule) 
 4.1  In addition to all items of D2 schedule following checks to be carried out 4.2 Check the air gap between speed sensor and phonic wheel. Limit- 0.9 mm to 1.4 mm  
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.3 DPT (die penetrate test ) or Eddy Current Array test of 
wheel disc to detect surface crack to avoid enroute 
breakage  

 
 
 
 
 

Eddy Current Array (ECA) testing of LHB wheels 

Surface crack on Wheel disc 
broken Wheel disc broken 
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5.0 Detail maintenance instructions regarding vital 
components: 

5.1 CTRB(Cartridge Taper roller bearing)   Hot Axle cases in LHB coaches are also prominent. Apart from defects internal to CTRB, the following exterior factors are considered to affect CTRBs and contribute to hot axles: 
  Shelled tread and/or spread rims can cause impacts on CTRBs, consequently grease may start oozing out of the bearing, which if unchecked for a longer time canhot axle. 

  Loosening of phonic wheel screws (bolts), size 8x35mm is known to damage the outboard side grease seal of CTRBs. M8 bolt may unscrew if not properly tightened by proper torque value and lead to loosening/working out of phonic wheel. The phonic wheel damage led to the bearing damage, unscrewing and bending of M 20 screw.[Ref: RDSO’s L. No. MC/CTRB/Defects, dated 18.02.2019]
  Similar effect can occur in case of loosening of 8x25 mm screws of ring-oilers in case of earthing device axle.
  Improperly handled bearings/wheel sets can cause damage to CTRBs  

  

regarding vital 

Hot Axle cases in LHB coaches are also prominent. Apart CTRB, the following exterior factors are considered to affect CTRBs and contribute to 
Shelled tread and/or spread rims can cause impacts on CTRBs, consequently grease may start oozing out of the bearing, which if unchecked for a longer time can lead to 
Loosening of phonic wheel screws (bolts), size 8x35mm is known to damage the outboard side grease seal of CTRBs. M8 bolt may unscrew if not properly tightened by proper torque value and lead to loosening/working out of phonic phonic wheel damage led to the bearing damage, unscrewing and bending of M 20 screw.[Ref: RDSO’s L. No. MC/CTRB/Defects, dated 18.02.2019] 
Similar effect can occur in case of loosening of 8x25 mm oilers in case of earthing device axle. 
Improperly handled bearings/wheel sets can cause 
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5.1.1 Instructions to prevent hot-axles on LHB:  A.[Ref: RDSO’s L. No. MC/CTRB/Defect, dated 11.02.2019]  Inspection of phonic wheels and earthing device components during D2/D3 schedules:  1. Use of TVS/Unbrako /LPS make 10.9 property grade bolts for fitment of phonic wheels (bolt: 8x35mm) and ring-oiler (bolt: 8x25 mm) [Ref: RDSO drawing nos. CG-15071 and CG-15070].  
 2. Torque of 21 Nm should be given to these fasteners during these schedules. Under-torquing can loosen the screws on run, while under-torquing can damage the threads of bolts/tapped holes in axles. Use of spring washers in phonic wheel screws should be ensured. 
 3. 100% replacement of washers of phonic wheel screws after every unlocking should be ensured. 
 4. While fitment of the axle screws, it should be ensured that the locking screws/bolts have no axial/radial play. 
 5. Locking screws/bolts should have proper spanner grips and should be free of any damages. Their lengths should be less than the tapped holes [RDSO: MC/CTRB/Genl. Dated 06.07.2015]  B.[Ref: RDSO’s L. No. MC/LHB/Brake, dated 15.01.2018]: 

 1. Use of spring washers for phonic wheel screws 
 2. Loctite-243 or equivalent screw to be used for rigid connection between internal and external threads 
 3. No non-standard fasteners 4. Procurement of speed sensors & phonic wheels through OEMs only  
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5. Maintenance of speed sensor-phonic wheel gap between 0.9 to 1.4mm 
 6. Functional earthing device and WSP must be ensured [Ref: RDSO’s L. No. MC/CTRB/ Genl. Dated 10.01.2019]   
S. No. 

Activities  Schedule Specified Value/ attribute  
Action if found non-conforming 

1 Check the axle end cover mounting bolt missing/loose 

D1   D2 

M16X45  Tightening Torque 170 Nm 

Must be attended 

2 Check for Loose or Missing Axle End Screws. 

D3 M20X60  Fasteners should be as per RDSO letter NO. MC/CTRB/Genl. Dated 06.07.2015 

If one axle end bolt is found loose of missing, remove all of the bolts, fit new locking plates, refit all of the bolts and tighten to the correct torque i.e. 200Nm. Bend all tabs against the flats of the bolt heads.  If two or more axle end screws of different pairs are found loose or missing, the wheel set must be removed from the bogie.  
3  Check the control arm properly intact or not  

D1,D2,D3 Visually observe If not intact then to be attend 
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4 Check bearings for grease leakage or grease oozing. Check for any damage to grease seal. 

D1   D3 

Visually observe If grease leakage or seal is damage noticed then replace the bearing 

5 Axle end cover- inspection bolt is present or not 

D1 Visually observe  If missing attended, it.  

6 Whether Phonic wheel, mounting bolts & washers are as per assembly. 

D2, D3 Fasteners should be as per RDSO letter No. MC/CTRB/Genl. Dated 06.07.2015 

If not as specified, replace the same. 

7 Phonic wheel OD/teeth- wear damage. 
D2.D3 Visually observe If teeth damaged, replace with the new one. 

8 Axle end cover- physical condition at the phonic wheel area any sign of rubbing 

D2,D3 Visually observe  Check the phonic wheel ovality and free particle in the axle end cover if found, change the phonic wheel/free particle 
9 Tightening torque and Properties of M8 bolts 

D2, D3 21Nm tightening torque. Fasteners  

Remove all of the bolts, use new spring washer with 
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should be as per RDSO letter No MC/CTRB/Genl. Dated 06.07.2015 

specified make & property class of bolts and tighten to the correct torque.  

10 Check if locking plate tab is bent against cap screw (all 3 screws) 

D3 Visually observe Must be attended 

11 Check for spring washer with M8 bolts 
D2, D3 Spring washer to the IS 3063 type- B 

Replace by new one having correct properties. 
12 Check if sensor is present or not. Physical condition of speed sensor- visual check/damage/rubbing mark. All grounding cables for brake & damage 

D1,D2,D3 Visually observe If found damaged, replace it. 

13  Check gap between speed sensor cable & phonic wheel by feeler gauge  

D2, D3 Gap should be between 0.9 to 1.4 mm 

Adjust gap, as per maintenance instruction. 
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14 Check if sensor fixing bolts are present/damaged or not available 

D1 Visually observe If sensor fixing bolts are damaged or not available, must be attend. 
15 WSP function or not D1 Visually observe If not functional, than must be attend 
16 Earthing device present and functional or not. Earthing cables available/missing / damaged. 

D1 Visually observe If not functional or cable missing, then must be attend. 

17 Check drain holes choked or open 
 Visually observe If choked, then open the drain holes. 

18 Verify wear of the carbon bars (5 as per Fig.type A) 

D2, D3 The carbon bar left is lower than 8mm. 

Replace it in D3 & if carbon bar left is lower 8mm replace in D2 

19 Verify wear of slip assembly (7 As per Fig. type A). 

D2,D3  As per maintenance manual 
20 Monitor bearing temperature. Any bearing with unusual high temperature should be suspect.  

En-route/  Terminating station 
Axle box temp. 80 deg. C or more 

Coach should be withdrawn from service 
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21 Check for heat/burn marks on the control arm/covers 

D1 Visually observe Coach should be withdrawn from service 

22 Check for wheel flats and shelled wheels  
D1 Wheel flat max 50 mm and wheel shelling length 40 mm, depth 1.5 mm 

To sent for turning 
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 5.1.2 Action to be taken: in case of hot axle in 
enroute 

1. If the temperature of axle box found is above 80˚C and/or the difference in temperature of any two axle boxes on a coach is above 20˚C, the affected coach should be detached from the train service.  2. If the temperature of the axle boxes found is below 65°C on a coach, then action to be taken for monitoring of the coach shall be as below: 

3. If the temperature of the axle boxes found is in between 65°C and 80°C on a coach and the difference in temperature of any two axle boxes on the coach is not above 20°C, the divisional control should be immediately informed and TXR staff to accompany for further watch including en-route temperature measurement. 
  (Authority: DG Carriage RDSO letter no. MC/RB/GNL dated 20.04.15)        

Sr.  No.  
Difference in Temperature of any Two Axle boxes 

Action to be taken at Examination Point  
1.  Up to 10 °C  No Action  
2.  From 10°C to 15°C  

Inform TXR points /enroute examination points up to destination   
3.  From 16°C to 20°C  

TXR staff to accompany up to destination.  
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 5.2 Coil Spring Failures 
The following points are considered contributing to the coil 
spring failures: 
 Pitting and corrosion  
 Improper handling of springs cause dent/scratch marks on 

the coils which accelerate the corrosion 
 Most of the spring failures are occurring at the 1.1 coil turn 

from either end (top or bottom). There is a line contact 
between the inactive (bearing) coil and the first active coil 
due to load. This cause to wear of paint and rubbing 
grooves leading to weakening or material. 

 Improper pairing of springs can lead to uneven load 
characteristics on run 

 Track geometry also contributes to spring failures due to 
repetitive jerk loads 

 Wheel shelling and flatness in wheel treads accelerate 
spring breakage phenomenon due to constant impact load 
and fatigue 

 LWACCN coaches are the most affected ones as regards 
primary spring breakages 

Maintenance Instructions and Alterations: 
1. RDSO vide letter no. SV/FIAT/Spring, dated 16.12.2019 

has instructed to use 12mm compensating rings under 
primary bump stops of LWACCN. In one study by RDSO 
and RCF it has been found that provision of 12 MM thick 
compensating ring below primary rubber bump stop with 
outer spring (Drg no. 1277142) and inner spring (Drg no. 
1277143) in primary suspension of LWACCN coaches 
results in equitable load distribution between inner and 
outer spring and significant increase in factor of safety of 
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spring (20%). This modification is to be carried out at PUs, 
Workshops and in open-lines. 

 

2. CAI has been issued by RCF for use of compensating rings 
of different thicknesses under primary bump stops of 
certain classes of coaches. These are summarized as 
below: 

 

Stock 
Type of 

Secondary 
Suspension 

Ref. Drawing No./L. 
No. 

Thickness of 
Compensating 

Ring 
LWSCZAC, 
LWFCZAC, 
LWFAC, 
LWCBAC 

Coil/Air 
Spring 1268732, Alt-07, R-2 06 mm 

LWACCW, 
LWFCWAC 

Coil Spring 04 mm 
Air Spring LW01001 Alt-c 08 mm 

LWLRRM, 
LWCZDAC 

Coil/Air 
Spring 1272174 Alt-06, R-1 08 mm 

LWACCN Coil/Air 
Spring 

RDSO: SV. FIAT. 
Spring, dated  
16.12.2019 

12 mm 
 
Note: Reference drawings specify thicknesses of 
compensating rings, detailed drawing of the compensating 
ring is as per FIAT drawing no. 1227229 
 
3. Below mentioned maintenance instructions have issued by 

RDSO time to time: 
A. Letter no. SV.FIAT.Spring, dated 04/11.01.2017: 
 (i) Maintenance of Flexi Coil Springs of LHB coaches: 

 Proper pairing of springs to be ensured. 
 Spring should be attended whenever corrosion is 

noticed. 
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 Dampers should be properly functional, and tested 
during SS-1. 

 In D-2 schedules, the spring should be checked for 
paint damage and if noticed, to be attended. 

 During SS-2, springs should be tested for force 
deflection characteristics. 
 

(ii) Storage, Handling and Mounting of springs: 
 To be stored in unpacked and unwrapped condition in a 

dry place. 
 During handling no surface damages/scratches should 

be caused; use of fork-lifts, crane hooks should be 
made only after soft cover is provided. 

 Handling staff should wear gloves. 
 B. Letter no.SV.FIAT.Spring, dated 09.01.2017: 
Point of breakage initiation is invariably the pitting corrosion 
zone. Waste/dirt accumulated in springs need to be removed 
in order to avoid pitting corrosion. For this, bogie and springs 
should be washed followed by air-drying in preferably in D2 
schedule. 
 
C. Letter no. SV.FIAT.Spring, dated 09.01.2017: 
Specifications for primer and top-coat paint for LHB springs  
Primer: Ready mixed paint, air-drying, red-oxide zinc 
phosphate primer for metals to IS specification no. IS 
12744:1989 
Top-Coat: Enamel synthetic exterior finishing to IS 
specification no. IS 8662:2004 along-with ICF specification 
no. ICF/MD/SPEC-045, Rev-03 
 
These primers/top-coats should be used while repainting of 
LHB springs during schedules.  
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D. Letter no. SV.FIAT.Spring, dated 11.01.2017:  (i) Positioning/Pairing of springs: Instruction regarding positioning/pairing of primary and secondary springs have been issued by RDSO.   Positioning of primary spring: Primary springs are to be positioned in bogie as under:                  (ii)Pairing of Secondary Flexi-Coil Springs:  
The secondary suspension springs are flexi coil springs and need to be coupled based on the spring height under test load and the numerical value of alignment deviation. The direction of alignment deviation is to be ensured while installing springs on the bogie. The height of the spring under test load and the value of alignment deviation (in mm) are indicated on a copper tag available in the upper position of the spring. The positive direction of the alignment deviation is indicated by an Aluminum plastic adhesive band provided in the upper position of the spring. 
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 The coupling instructions for new and old springs are given below:  

Parameter Spring New Serviceable 
Difference in Alignment Deviation 

Outer Springs 4 mm (max) 8mm  (max) 
Inner Springs 8mm (max) Not to consider 

Difference in Height Under Test Load 
Outer Spring 2 mm (max) 2 mm  (max) 
Inner Spring Not to consider Not to consider 

Outer and Inner Springs with higher alignment deviation to be nested together 
-- Applicable Applicable 

 Note: All the instructions regarding maintenance of helical coil springs of FIAT bogies are well documented by RDSO vide CMI no. RDSO/2017/CG/CMI/01. These instructions may be referred for complete reference.  Color coding on coil springs: For identifying type of coach applicable, color on inner middle coil of the springs (para 7.9.6.2 of RDSO/2017/CG- 01, Rev.01) 
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 Green – AC coaches  
 Black – Non – AC coaches 
 Blue – Generator car side 1 
 Yellow – Generator car side – 2  Bronze / copper or brass band (para 7.9.6.1 of RDSO/2017/CG- 01, Rev.01 ) Each spring is to be marked with band of bronze copper or brass, the band is secured with adhesive or compression joint., the following are to be stamped on the band. 
 Spring length  under test load corresponding to tare condition in mm  Value X of the free alignment deviation in mm only for flexi springs i.e; category –B  Aluminum or plastic adhesive tape (para 7.9.6.1 of RDSO/2017/CG- 01, Rev.01) Every flexi coil spring is also to be provided with Aluminum or plastic adhesive tape, for marking the direction of free alignment.  Stamping details on spring:  Material code     : *   (e.g.  CV, CM, SN) Manufacturer’s initials    : ***     (e.g. ABC) Month & year of production :     ****   (e.g. 1219) Drawing code                     :     ***     (e.g.  F01) Heat code                          :     ****   (e.g. 001)  
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5.2.1 Train operation in case of Failure of spring 
inenroute 

A. Failure/ leakage of air spring in secondary suspension  In case of heavy leakage or deflated air spring, the defective bogie is to be isolated with the help of isolating cock and the coach may be permitted with speed restriction of 60 kmph upto terminal point for maintenance.  (Authority : 1. Pamphlet on air suspension system of fiat bogie coaches issued by CAMTECH . 2.ED/Carr./RDSO's letter on. MC/CB/MM Dated 09.09.2009)  B.   Breakage of primary outer coil spring in LHB coaches  (In case of en-route breakage of outer coil spring of primary stage suspension, the LHB Coach can be permitted to run upto the destination with escorting TXR staff at a restricted speed of 80 kmph The following should be ensured while permitting such movement: 
 a) Only one outer spring is in broken and all other coil spring/air springs in primary as well as secondary suspension are in good condition. All springs may be checked critically before permitting the coach with restricted speed. 

 b) The primary outer spring is broken at one location which falls with one and half (1.5) coil lengths from top/bottom end. The corresponding rubber pad primary bump stop must be intact and there should be no oil leakage or any physical damage to the primary vertical damper. Further the control arm lug should not have any marks of hitting with the head brackets. 
 

c) The spring is not displaced from its position. 
Authority / ED /Carriage/RDSO's letter no. SV.FIAT spring dated 08.11.2018 
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C. Breakage of secondary outer fexi-coil spring in LHB Coaches In case of en-route breakage of outer flexi-
Secondary stage suspension, the LHB Coach can be 
permitted to run upto the destination with a restricted 
speed of 90 kmph escorting by TXR staff to 
monitor the broken spring. The following should be 
ensured while permitting such movement: 
 
a) Only one spring is in broken condition. 
b) The spring is broken at one location which falls top or 
bottom two coils. 
c) The spring is not displaced from its position.
d) Bump stop gap should not be zero. 
Authority: ED (Stds.) /Carriage/RDSO's letter no. SV.FIAT spring dated 05.02.2015 

 

 

coil spring in LHB 
-coil spring of 

Secondary stage suspension, the LHB Coach can be 
permitted to run upto the destination with a restricted 
speed of 90 kmph escorting by TXR staff to critically 
monitor the broken spring. The following should be 

The spring is broken at one location which falls top or 
sition. 

ED (Stds.) /Carriage/RDSO's letter no. SV.FIAT 
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5.3 FIBA (Failure Indication cum Brake Application device) 
 FIBA is provided in air suspension coaches which get actuatedon the event of failure of air spring fitted in coaches and give indication to crew. Each coach has Two FIBA units, one for each bogie. FIBA is fitted any one side of coach panel for each bogie as shown in figure . Two FIBA indicators are provided for each bogie on either side of side panel.         Testing of FIBA during maintenance:  a) Charge the FP at 6.0 Kg/Cm2 and BP at 5.0 Kg/Cm2  b) Ensure the charging of air springs with the help of leveling valve. Lever position of leveling valve should be in horizontal position.   c) Check for any leakage in entire system. Any leakage found in FIBA device or pipe lines should be attended.  d) Close isolation cock of air spring to FIBA one by one and observe that;  FIBA device of relevant bogie should actuate.  Brakes should apply in entire coach.   Both indicators of same bogie should be red.  Whistling/ Hissing sound should blow.   e. Close brake pipe isolation cock of BP line of actuated FIBA device and check than drop of BP pressure is stopped. 

pplication  
FIBA is provided in air suspension coaches which get actuated on the event of failure of air spring fitted in coaches and give indication to crew. Each coach has Two FIBA units, one for each bogie. FIBA is fitted any one side of coach panel for each bogie as shown in figure . Two FIBA indicators are provided 

Charge the FP at 6.0 Kg/Cm2 and BP at 5.0 Kg/Cm2  
Ensure the charging of air springs with the help of leveling valve. Lever position of leveling valve should be in 

Check for any leakage in entire system. Any leakage found in FIBA device or pipe lines should be attended.  
isolation cock of air spring to FIBA one by one and 

FIBA device of relevant bogie should actuate.  
Both indicators of same bogie should be red.  

P line of actuated FIBA device and check than drop of BP pressure is stopped. 56 



f. Close the both isolating cocks with vent feature and pull the resetting keys if provided on FIBA device.   Brake should release in entire coach   Both indicators of same bogie should turn to green from red.  g. In case of any reporting of malfunctioning of FIBA, absolute pressure in which FIBA is operating can be tested by putting gauge on air spring dome and reducing the pressure of air spring. 
 Enroute attention: 
 Identify the coach in which FIBA device is actuated.

 

 Note down the coach particulars and location of actuated 
FIBA device and report to C&W control for next course of 
action. 
  Close the isolating cock provided in BP line of actuated FIBA device. Hissing sound from FIBA unit will stop. Brakes will release.  

 
 To reset FIBA take action according to make of FIBA as follows. KNORR Make: 
 
 
 
 
Faively make 
  

Rotate the switch in 
anti-clock wise to 
reset. 

Push left and right 
button gently 
 

the both isolating cocks with vent feature and pull the 

Both indicators of same bogie should turn to green 
g. In case of any reporting of malfunctioning of FIBA, absolute pressure in which FIBA is operating can be tested by putting gauge on air spring dome and reducing the 

Identify the coach in which FIBA device is actuated. 
Note down the coach particulars and location of actuated 
FIBA device and report to C&W control for next course of 
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Escort Make  
 
 
 
 
 
 On reset of FIBA , ‘Red’ FIBA indicator will turn to 
 Isolate the air springs of affected 

coach. Isolate FP cock between 
150 Liter Auxiliary reservoir & Air 
spring leveling Valve.  

 
 
(Ref: RDSO letter no. SV.AS.FIBA dated 06.20) 
5.4 Control arm failures 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Pull the rings left and 
right or vice versa and 
then pull the middle ring 
to reset. 

FIBA indicator will turn to ‘Green’ 
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 To overcome the problem of failure of control arm in 
LHB coaches the following instruction are laid down by 
RDSO : 
  The fasteners used in the 
control arm shall be of property 
class 10.9 purchased from the 
RCF recommended sources 
only.  

  Self locking washers shall be 
provided in fastening systems.  

 Plain washers should not be used.  
 Railways shall switch over to Disc lock washers from 

self-locking washers in shortest possible time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Disc lock washerSpring washer 

Case of control arm 
lower part worked Case of control arm 

fastener nut crack

To overcome the problem of failure of control arm in 
struction are laid down by 

k washers from 
locking washers in shortest possible time.  

Disc lock washer 

Case of control arm 
fastener nut crack 
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 The fasteners should be tightened to a torque of 170 N
m.  

 After tightening, a paint mark (permanent marker may 
also be used) should be made for visual indication in 
case of loosening of the bolt.  

 This paint marking should be examined in every 
schedule.  

 The fasteners shall be checked for proper torque in D3 
schedule and after checking, a proper paint marking 
shall be made.  

 In case the paint marking is lost before D3 schedule, the 
torque should be checked and a fresh paint marking 
should be made. 

 The dampers should be checked visually in D1/D2/D3 
schedules and in case of any oil leakage, the same 
should be replaced.  

 Control arm should be purchased and replaced as a set 
only. 

         (Ref: RDSO letter no. SV.FIAT dated 15.01.2020) 
 5.5 Uncoupling of air hoses 
Contributory Causes of uncoupling of air hoses: 
 Improper Projection of BP and FP from  Head stock
 Angle of BP and FP metallic pipes ends with respect to headstock towards center line of coach       
 Twist developed due to improper positioning /alignment while fitment of air hose     

The fasteners should be tightened to a torque of 170 N-
After tightening, a paint mark (permanent marker may 
also be used) should be made for visual indication in 
This paint marking should be examined in every 
The fasteners shall be checked for proper torque in D3 

dule and after checking, a proper paint marking 
In case the paint marking is lost before D3 schedule, the 
torque should be checked and a fresh paint marking 
The dampers should be checked visually in D1/D2/D3 

case of any oil leakage, the same 
Control arm should be purchased and replaced as a set 

 Improper Projection of BP and FP from  Head stock Angle of BP and FP metallic pipes ends with respect to 

Twist developed due to improper positioning /alignment 
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 Twist developed due to improper positioning /alignment while fitment of Cut off Angle Cock        
 Condition of palm ends ie broken lug/ worn out palm      
 Hitting of foreign object on Run  
 Infringement of Locomotive CBC  

  

Design parameters of BP and FP metallic pipe at coach end
Parameters RCF Drawing no. mi005769 

LWSCWAC/EOG

Projection of FP from head stock  200 
Vertical height of FP from top of head stock  279 
Lateral distance of FP from Centre line of coach  450 
Projection of BP from head stock  140 
Vertical height of BP from top of head stock 452 
Lateral distance of BP from Centre line of coach 350 

developed due to improper positioning /alignment 

Condition of palm ends ie broken lug/ worn out palm 

metallic pipe at coach end 
ICF Drawing no. LWSCWAC/EOG-3-5-006 

220 
275 
450 
140 
448 
350 
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Mechanical Branch of Mumbai Division/CR setting bench mark for maintenance of coaching stock ….. 

          
         Experience makes one modified. 
         Training makes one qualified. 
         But, involvement alone makes everyone satisfied
 

Mechanical Branch of Mumbai Division/CR setting bench mark 

But, involvement alone makes everyone satisfied 

 


